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Morgan 3 Wheeler
Price on request

A distinctive, vintage-inspired machine hand-crafted in England-

VDO instrumentation-

Accompanied by tonneau cover, car cover, extra keys-

Original + optional Brooklands steering wheel-

Luggage rack-

EVO Magazine: "Drives just like how it looks, hilariously good fun!"

If many people know Morgan by its famous Roadster or convertible reminiscent of the late 1930s, it
should not be forgotten that the firm was born from the production of three-wheeled cyclecars,
which made it possible to circumvent the taxes on automobiles in England. From 1906 to 1952, the
Malvern-based manufacturer developed sporty tricycles that were a resounding success. 



Today, this small craftsman, as only England can create them, continues his work of authenticity
for motoring pleasure, still building the 4/4, the Plus 4 and the Roadster whose production has
never really stopped since 1936. It was in the early 2010s, in 2011 to be precise, that the 3
Wheeler was born, or should we say reborn. It takes up the recipe of the time, by fixing a twin-
cylinder engine from the world of motorbikes on a tubular steel chassis with an ash wood structure
on which aluminium body panels are placed. Minimalist and light, the new Morgan tricycle can be
driven at up to 185 kilometres per hour thanks to its Harley Davidson engine of 1,998 cm3,
developing 82 horsepower and needing to move only 500 kilograms. Fun and quirky, the 3 Wheeler
is a return to the source of automotive pleasure, blending the worlds of motorbikes and cars.

This 3- Wheeler

This Morgan 3 Wheeler is in near mint condition. Delivered new in Germany on 27 March 2013, it
has only 3.750 kilometres on the clock. Its classic Morgan Sport Green (British Racing Green as
we all know it) is flawless, as is its interior and Biscuit colored quilted leather. 

We can see the optional Brooklands steering wheel; the expensive chrome luggage rack, black
finished roll bar, wheel covers and exhaust. 
Other nice details are the two small aero screens, the leather straps to fix the bonnet and the silver-
coloured striping. The 3-Wheeler was updated a lot during its lifetime and this example received
quite a lot of those upgrades including the centa drive, the steering kit and of course the re-inforced
chassis.

Its engine starts at the quarter turn, in a roque noise signed Harley, just to take the wheel is a real
pleasure! It is a pure driving experience, and hilariously good  fun from the go!

Engine S&S 1998cc V twin-

Gearbox Mazda 5 Speed-

Max Power 82 bhp @ 5250rpm-

Max Torque 140Nm @ 3250rpm-

Performance 0 – 62 6 seconds-

Top Speed 115mph (185kph)-

Combined MPG 30.3 mpg (9.3 liters / 100km)-

Combined Co2 215g / km-

Dry weight 525kg-

Specifications

Mark Morgan
Model 3 Wheeler

First use 27 / 03 / 2013
Chassis SA9M3WV2ECP20244*
Engine 2l S&S 2 cyl

Transmission Manual gearbox
Color Morgan Sport Green

Interior Biscuit Quilted Leather
Power 82 hp

Fuel Gas/Petrol (normal)
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